HOW TO MAINTAIN LANDSCAPE BEDS
Landscape beds can improve the curb appeal of your home especially when they are well maintained. To keep
your beds in tip-top shape, follow the tips below.
• PRUNE DEAD AND DAMAGED FLOWERS (DEADHEADING)
If you notice damaged, dying, or dead flowers, remove them to encourage continued blooming and to
prevent plants from going to seed (i.e., using energy to making seed instead of growing). Shrubs should
also be pruned and trimmed as needed and to maintain natural shape. Keep in mind that each perennial is
different and should be pruned in either Spring or Fall.
Recommendation: Be sure that your garden shears are sharp and clean. That way, you can make
good cuts that heal properly
• REMOVE WEEDS AND OTHER DEBRIS
Weeds are essentially unwanted plants. Some of them can be very invasive so it’s important to regularly
pull them. In addition, removing fallen leaves and dead branches should be standard activities on your
maintenance checklist. Keep groundcovers trimmed so that they don’t overgrow and crowd out
other plants.
• LOOK OUT FOR INSECTS AND DISEASE
Insect infestation can ruin the look of your garden beds and spread viruses from one plant to another. An
easy way to fend off insects is to keep plants well cared for. Healthy and unstressed plants tend to hold up
better than unhealthy ones.
Keep in mind: While disease-resistant plants can get infected, they tend to fight off attacks instead falling
prey to viruses. Some amount of damage from insects is to be expected and is not necessarily an indication
of a plant in poor condition
Recommendations:
• Use an environmentally-friendly spray to deter insects.
• Plant the right plant in the right location so they can thrive. Sun plants prefer southern exposure and
shade plants like shady areas.
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• DO NOT BLOW GRASS INTO YOUR BEDS
Make sure that you (or whoever mows your lawn) are not blowing grass in the landscape beds as certain
grasses, such as Bermuda, and other warm season weeds & Nutsedge will grow on the weed mat.
• REFRESH YOUR MULCH AS NEEDED
Mulch is an organic material that erodes over time. This is good for your planting beds because as the
mulch decomposes, it adds nutrients back to the soil. Here are some additional benefits of applying mulch:
o Helps retain moisture
o Keeps soil cooler during warmer temperatures
o Limits the growth of weeds
o Protects roots during colder temperatures
o Keep in mind: Applying too much mulch (4-6” deep) can create a welcoming environment for insects
and bacteria.
 Recommendations:
- The maximum you should apply is typically 2-3”.
- Mulch should not be near the trunk of your trees.

Remember, while we try to keep our landscape beds installations as low maintenance as possible, that doesn't
mean that they require no maintenance. In order to preserve your curb appeal, weeds and other debris will
need to be addressed, proper watering technique followed (see our watering guide for more information on
that), and refreshing of mulch and/or rock will need to be done periodically (mulch more frequently than
rock).

